London, UK, July 27, 2017 - Bad Thumb LTD is happy to announce its new game "Cookie
Moo" (a 3 dimensional movement based arcade game set in various floating boxes in space)
for iOS and Android.
You're trapped in a box floating through space with only one thing on your mind, cookies.
Relying on nothing but your quick reflexes float towards pure cookie bliss; but be careful,
nothing in life is easy for a cow trapped in space, especially when red crystals and blocks are
standing in your way to your one true goal, cookies. Move up, down, left and right through 3
dimensional space as you constantly move forward allowing you to reach every corner of
the box.
After a few attempts you're starting to get the hang of this, dodging everything that stands
in your way as you eat more and more cookies; but somethings happening, you notice that
you're going faster and faster with every cookie you eat and more of those darn red blocks
are coming your way; but you're too good, side swiping your way around them to the
rainbow cookie that's in your sights; your mouth salivating at the very thought of eating that
delicious cookie when another red block comes through the box between you and your
goal, as you quickly swipe down to avoid the block you know you can reach that cookie and
nothing will stand in your way CRASH!! you've stopped, but why? Because you forgot about
something; an enemy that grew with every cookie you ate, your very own candy tail which
slithered behind you following every move you made. Welcome to Cookie Moo.
If you're finding the game too difficult try easy mode which starts off slower and with fewer
obstacles, or if you really want a challenge try hard mode which starts off faster and with
even more obstacles. Maybe you don't yet have the hang of the 3D movement, just switch
to 2D mode for a more classic feel.

Bad Thumb is an independent developer focusing on producing games for mobile devices.

For further inquiries please contact:
Name: Raj Bal
Email: info@badthumbgames.com
Mobile: (+44) 07932000517
Press Kit: http://badthumbgames.com/cookie-moo-press-kit/
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